
June 2013

FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 2013, 8:40 AM

Day One

Today started at 4AM, thirty minutes before the alarm was to go off,

with Lachy announcing he was hungry. Normally, I could ignore such

an announcement, but he was sleeping just inches away. I'm not

even sure I'd been asleep for very long, at 6 years old, Lachy is not

easy to share a bed with, he managed to knee and elbow me in the

back, stomach and side all night long.



We'd spent the night in the Yotel at Heathrow airport. What is a

Yotel? A cell, with a bed in the wall, a toilet, sink and shower. Why

stay in a Yotel? It's very convenient when you need to catch a 6AM

flight. Next time though, I'll opt for the premium room which has a

double not a single bed.

The 6AM flight to Edinburgh was uneventful, with Maisie only

threatening to vomit once. After landing we had a connecting flight

to Kirkwall, Orkney, on a propeller plane. It was loud but the kids

loved it. Being the only flight, baggage claim was quick and

painless. 

We were met by our hosts, Chris and Ione, and were soon

ensconced in their lovely Orkney home.

We spent the afternoon meeting their various animals

Candy, a Shetland Pony

Faith, Frodo, Arwen the goats

Maisy and Daisy the lambs

Fernando the cockerel

Miranda, Push it, Pull it, tweedle dee and tweedle dumb the

hens

Jason the Labrador

Henry and Ponno thenJack Russell's

Porgy and Bess the Budgy's



FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 2013, 9:52 AM

Day One

Part Two

Our first storytelling event was at Via House for Peat Fireside Tales

with Lynn Barbour. After a slightly rocky start the evening turned

out to be amazing. Lynn told two tradition Orkney stories- a sea

story and a summer solstice story.

Everyone enjoyed the evening and the children were on the edge of

their seats (even at 10:30PM). 

Lynn talked about how religion and culture merged to create

stories. These stories told the history of both people and the land.

Often stories are only passed on by telling, nothing is written down,



and sadly many stories are lost.

She mentioned a book I was interested in - Orkney scrapbook,

composed by a man who traveled around Orkney writing down the

old stories in the traditional dialects, in an attempt to preserve the

stories and history of the land, however, this is a rare book which is

quite difficult to find. 

I like the idea of introducing a new culture or area of the world in

the classroom through a story. Students engagement and interest

level in a lesson is usually increased if they have a connection;

stories can provide that connection.

The first story was Assipattle and the Stoor Worm, which told the

story of how the Orkney Isles, the Shetland Isles, the Faroe Isles,

and Iceland were formed when a young good for nothing boy was

brave enough to defeat a great beast. The story talks of many

strange unexplained environmental events, which the story is based

around. Years later, historians discovered that the strange

environmental occurrences could be explained by a volcanic

eruption in Iceland around the time the stories are believed to have

originated. The most recent volcanic activity in that area produced

environmental changes matching those described in the stories.

Providing evidence that folklore is often based upon actual events

that people of the time cannot fully explain.

I think using the above story (and possibly a creation story of our

local area) would be great for younger children. Watching my own

children experience this story I could see the amazement in their

eyes. They didn't necessarily believe (or maybe they did) that this

was how the islands were formed, but after hearing the story they

did want to examine maps of the area and had many questions

about land formations. What a great way to introduce a geography /

earth science topic.

The second story was Two Fiddlers. Walking home on midsummer

night one of the fiddlers disappears. Having been welcomed by Hill

Trows for their love of music, the fiddler reappears later as if time

had stopped for him. Was he gone for a day, a year, or one hundred

years? The story ends quite abruptly, putting the focus on the Hill

Trows and their green mounds rather than the fate of the fiddler.

Ending a story in such a way allows for a great discussion

afterwards: what does happen to the fiddler? This could serve as a

writing prompt for a creative writing assignment. The students could

then share their ending, which would give them practice with public

speaking.

THE RING OF BRODGAR STONE CIRCLE & HENGE, NR STROMNESS, ORKNEY, UNITED
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SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 2013, 10:21 AM

Day Two

ST MAGNUS INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL

11AM The Puppet Lab presents

Each Peach Pear Plum

Adapted from the book by Jane and Allan Ahlberg

This 45 minute production was beautifully done and the audience,

which included countless children, the young and old, were

definitely entertained.

The stage consisted of a rotating scene the puppeteers would spin

as needed. It was interesting to see such a wonderful production

with very little in terms of props and scenery. My children were so

engaged with the story, puppets and voices, they seemed to

completely ignore the fact that they could see the puppeteers.

The Puppeteers from Poland and Australia were wonderful. The

Puppet Lab tours extensively throughout the UK and Ireland.

www.puppet-lab.com http://www.puppet-lab.com

Finding somewhere to eat lunch was a challenge. We needed

somewhere with a television to see the Lions play but all the pubs

were for over 18s only. Wet, cold and hungry the children were

starting to drag when we found a pub that would allow us into their

lounge for a meal. It was a perfect find, complete with a roaring fire

and maisie's favorite, squid! If it wasn't for the wonderful

productions of the festival I don't think we'd be enjoying our time in

Kirkwall very much, it's a very industrial area and the weather isn't

helping much.

The children and I are currently hunkering down in a cafe, waiting

for the 



7PM stage performance of The Girl with the Iron Claws.

Tom and Pepita have gone off to hear our host (Chris) sing in an

island choir accompanied by both the Orkney children's orchestra

and the BBC Orchestra.

Once again the children were on the edge of their seats. The four

actors in the play were wonderful, each having a variety of roles with

simple props for costumes. As Maisie pointed out, the play was very

much like Beauty and the Beast. The performance was a stage

adaptation of a film that was previously viewed at the Edinburgh

Film Festival. A young king had been turned into a bear by the evil

troll queen because he would not marry her. A bear by day and a

man by night, the young king was cursed. That is until he fell in love

with the youngest daughter of a king. The young princess and the

bear king lived together and loved each other, but the princess had

never seen his face. Not knowing of the curse, the young princess

stole a look at the bear king as he slept, which sealed his fate and

forced him to marry the evil troll queen. Distraught the young

princess vowed to save her bear king, and followed him for many

nights and days to the evil troll queens castle. On the way she met

three magical children and a blacksmith who made her a set of iron

claws. It was with the gifts of these children and the iron claws that

she was able to defeat the troll queen and save her bear king. The

two lived happily ever after with their (as it turns out) three magical

children.

Once again, a wonderful performance with very little stage set and

actors playing multiple roles. This play could be put on by MS or US

students and it would be well received.

Weeks later in a local book shop in Frome, I discovered another

author/illustrator with a different adaptation of The Girl with the Iron

Claws. I've yet to read this but am interested to see how the story

unfolds yet again.

UNITED KINGDOM   •   57° MOSTLY CLOUDY



SUNDAY, JUNE 23, 2013, 2:39 PM

Day Three

Today's performance wasn't until 2:30PM, so we had time to

explore the town of Stromness, a picturesque fishing town. As it was

Sunday, there were few shops open but the museum provided some

insight into local history and we were able to chat with a local

potter.

2:30PM O Duo

A percussionist duo, comprised of two men. The duo travel all over

the globe performing with drums, marimbas, vibraphones, bells,

bongos, and more. The two hour performance was fantastic.



STROMNESS, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   52° MOSTLY CLOUDY AND WINDY

MONDAY, JUNE 24, 2013, 4:21 AM

Day Four

9AM and it's not raining, yet!

Today we explore the island.

I didn't think it was possible but today was even colder and more

windy than yesterday. 

There are about 70 islands that make up the Orkneys and today we

drove down over several smaller islands using the causeways. We



stopped to visit a local potter and were treated to a demonstration

as he threw several salt pigs (pottery for holding salt) while we were

there. Halfway through our journey we stopped at a tiny Italian

Church, which was built by Italian prisoners of war. The prisoners

were held on the islands and used as labor to build the causeways,

which still connect the islands today. During WWII the British Fleet

was kept here in the Scapa Flow and was thought to be well

protected until a German u-boat slipped in and blew up several

ships killing over 800 sailors. This attack was the initial reason the

causeways were constructed.

Our journey ended at Hoxa Head to visit a tapestry gallery and

explore WWII bunkers and the remnants of gun battalions. The

bunkers and remaining buildings we visited were right out on land

over looking an inlet providing a great view for the navy but zero

protection for us from the wind. It was so cold I lost feeling in one

finger and it turned completely white. We retreated to a nearby

cafe to warm up, and were treated by the owner to WWII stories

about the area, complete with explanations of the mounted photos

and newspaper clippings hung on the wall. Of course this was

accompanied by hot tea and cake! 

Experiencing the rough weather of Orkney and learning of local

history through stories, really helps create a vivid picture of what life

was like on Orkney must have been like when people were still

gathering in each others homes to share stories.

Our host, Chris is 65 today so we are preparing a roast dinner in his

honor.

HOXA, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   52° SHOWERS NEARBY



TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 2013, 4:05 AM

Day five

Today started with a walk at 6AM.

Our first performance of the day was Johnsmon Foy at 11AM in the

Kings Arms Hall (an old church converted into two halls, one on

each floor).

The performance lasted one hour and was comprised of stories,

songs, poetry, film, and readings. Everything had to do with the

connection between Orkney and Canada, and the Hudson Bay

Company. The HBC recruited young men from Orkney to come

work in Canada for a period of three years; the money was good

and there was the option of staying on in Canada afterwards. 

Tom Muir, a local storyteller shared two wonderful stories that were

historically informative and humorous. I'd like to research more of

Muir's stories as I think they'd be fun stories to tell.

A local woman sang a poem another local woman had written to her

three bothers away in Canada. I can't remember the last time I've

heard such a sad and moving song.

There was a story shared of a young Cree woman from Canada who

married an Orkney man. It detailed her travels leaving her land and

people, how her husband forced her to recognize his religion, and

how the local people didn't accept her or her children. Although

this story is probably too mature for young audiences, it might be

altered a bit and used during a lesson on differences and

acceptance.

2:30-4:00PM

Meeting with Lynn Barbour

I went back to Via House to meet with Lynn to discuss storytelling

and how she uses it with students in workshops and storytelling



circles. We talked non-stop for over an hour and could have gone

on for much longer but we were out of time. 

Lynn recommend creating and using masks to help with expression

and story boarding to encourage students to express their

experiences when they return from travels. Especially, service

orientated trips where students are likely to have mixed emotions

about what they experienced abroad and possibly difficulties

returning back to their very different every day lives.

Lynn often works with students who have been excluded from

traditional education and had many activities and methods she

shared that helped students express themselves without using

writing.

Lynn recommended the Danish Folklore High schools as a way to

further explore storytelling. This could be a second GEC trip that

would focus more on storytelling at the secondary level.

7PM 

An Eye for an Eye (opera)

This 90 minute opera was performed by two women and a 4 person

orchestra. I was amazed that the ladies were on stage singing (for 2

characters each) for a full 90 minutes. The opera was a bit unusual.

A comedic tale that ended with a violent double murder. Although,

I am not an opera fan, I think it's a fascinating way to experience a

story.

CORRIGAL, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   55° MOSTLY SUNNY

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 2013, 4:08 AM

Day Six

Adventure to Hoy

Today we took the ferry to Hoy. One of Chris' brothers lives on the



island and used to be the island doctor. Hoy is less densely

populated than Orkney and has completely different topography;

the land is incredibly hilly and the crofts much more isolated. After

spending some time with the doctor we travelled across the island

to a remote beach for a walk and for the brave, a dip in the sea.

Along the way we stopped for lunch at a picnic table we found

along the windy drive and imagined what it must be like to live in

such a remote and exposed landscape; the wind, which seemed to

never stop blowing was bracing and howled across the tiny island,

taking with it anything not tied down. 

During our walk to the beach we could see a handful of houses in

the surrounding hills but the only structure we came near was a

bothy (a free place to take shelter) which was owned by the national

trust and was in great shape, complete with cushioned benches, a

working fireplace, and creative art installations. 

I was amazed to discover that the composer Peter Maxwell Davies

had lived in this remote area of Hoy (in one of the houses we could

see high up in the hills) for thirty years without electricity.

8PM Peat Fireside Tales

We drove to Stromness, eagerly awaiting more stories from Lynn,

only to find the evening cancelled due to a lack of bookings.

SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   54° MOSTLY SUNNY



THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 2013, 1:46 PM

Day Seven

I spent two hours this morning at the Kirkwall Library and Archives.

I'd exchanged emails with the local librarians in the weeks

preceding the trip, hoping to find some Orkney folk tales to read

while I was here. They did not disappoint. Waiting for me in the

archives was a small stack of books on Scottish and Orkney folklore.

Orkney folklore & sea legends, Studies of traditional life and

folklore by Walter Traill Dennison

Around the Orkney Peat Fires by W.R. Macintosh

The Silver Bough, a four volume collection of Scottish Folklore

An excerpt from 

Around the Orkney Peat Fires by W.R. Macintosh

Prior to the days of cheap periodical literature, neighbors were in

the habit of meeting in each others houses and seated around a

rousing peat-fire whiled away the long winter evening recounting

the achievements of notable orcadians in every part of the world,

telling of the eccentricities of local characters, describing all kinds of

smuggling exploits, and relating many thrilling incidents connected

with the press-gang before “the amers were raiked” for the night.

Something creepy, generally in the shape of a witch story, was

usually thrown in, so that the members of the company wended

their way home in the dark, prepared to see a ghost in each waving

thistle, or troops of fairies on every rising knoll.



I found I was lost in some of the most wonderful, entertaining and

informative stories I have ever read. Well worth the visit, I only wish I

could take the stories with me.

After the library we piled in the car to explore the North of the

island. We stopped for lunch at a fishing hotel overlooking a loch.

This view is what I had imagined all of Orkney would look like. We

then headed to Birsay to explore the remains of a Pictish community

and a Norse village. The remains of the Pictish fortress and a later

Norse settlement dated from the 7th Century. Both historic sites are

located on a spit of land only accessible by foot at low tide.

However, this did not stop Tom and Lachlan from walking across the

submerged path in freezing water that at times covered their knees.

10 minutes later when the tide was even lower, Maisie and I walked

across, managing only to freeze below the ankles. 

The remains of the villages consisted of the footprints of buildings, a

well, and a few large upright stones with engravings. Once again, I

was reminded why stories were such an important part of those that

lived in this barren and remote location.

Having left granny on dry land, we came back to collect her for local

ice cream and a visit to a nearby farm to purchase several balls of

local wool.

We ended our last night in Orkney with a delicious BBQ of local

pork ribs and hamburgers. However, we first had to build the couple

we were staying with a BBQ pit from spare bricks the kids found on

the property and an oven grate.

Orkney is an amazing island that we hope to return to again

someday.

SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   59° PARTLY CLOUDY



FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 2013, 1:38 AM

Day Eight

We arrived in Kirkwall 7 days ago, able to see the beautiful islands

as we landed. Today, it's difficult to see past the runway! Lots of fog

and rain but not too windy, except when landing in Edinburgh - the

plane was all over the place.

After dragging our bags uphill all the way across town we found our

apartment, directly behind Edinburgh castle in city center. A lovely

one bedroom, self-catering unit within walking distance of the

Storytelling Centre and many Edinburgh sights.

7:30 Storytelling at the Waverly Pub with James Spence

Ferr Frae the Maddening Crowd

A midsummer evening of country tales

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   55° RAIN



FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 2013, 6:31 AM

Day Eight Part Two

7:30 Storytelling at the Waverly Pub with James Spence

Ferr Frae the Maddening Crowd

A midsummer evening of country tales

I really liked the Waverly and its eclectic mix of clientele. The pub

definitely has a rough around the edges appearance and clearly

hasn't been updated in decades, but the melting pot of artists,

musicians and storytellers allowed one to imagine what the pub

would have been like decades before.

Andy our host started us off with a short tale followed by the main



storyteller James. There was a book at the front where you could

add your name to the list of performers, and after James got the

evening going we were entertained by people from all over

Scotland, England, Slovakia, Sweden and Eastern Europe. There

were stories, song, and musical performances. The stories varied in

length from very short (less than 2 minutes) to ten minutes in length.

For the most part all the performances had some connection to the

theme of countryside, and the majority were very humorous, and

had the audience in stitches. This is the type of place I wish existed

in Charlotte, it was an entertaining as well as educational evening.

My desire to participate was strong but I didn't feel is was the right

environment to attempt to tell a new story for the first time. I'd

learned many new stories while in Orkney, but none that I knew well

enough to perform before an audience (at least not yet).

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   59° MOSTLY CLOUDY

SATURDAY, JUNE 29, 2013, 6:53 AM

Day Nine

Today we visited the Scotland Storytelling Center ** where artist

**John Gray is exhibiting his paintings and telling the stories behind

them. Originally from Edinburgh, John now lives in England but

drawls from the stories he heard in his youth and the history of

Edinburgh for the inspiration for his paintings.

He shared with me the following stories behind a few of his

paintings.

painting and story of William (Deacon) Brodie, a cabinet maker

and Edinburgh city councilor by day and burglar by night.

painting and story of Burke & Hare, two men who killed people



to sell their bodies to Doctor Robert Knox as dissection material

for Knox's well attended anatomy lectures.

Painting and story of Rosslyn Chapel

I can honestly say that I haven't learned about history from a story

based on a painting before. But, I could have studied the paintings

and listened to John Gray's stories for hours; the paintings were full

of details and the stories were incredibly interesting. All of John

Gray's paintings were beautiful, but even the prints were out of my

price range.

We then toured the John Knox house (connected to the Scottish

Storytelling Center) and learned of the Protestant reformation.

Coincidently, an Orange Men parade was held today and we were

able to watch as the parade route went directly in front of the

Storytelling Center.

The Storytelling Center has a wonderful bookshop ; I purchased

books on storytelling, folklore, and juvenile fiction based on local

mythology.

We ended the evening with folk music and storytelling performed

by locals at the royal oak pub. The mood was lively and everyone

(musicians, singers, storytellers) was welcomed to join in.

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   59° MOSTLY CLOUDY

SUNDAY, JUNE 30, 2013, 2:00 PM

Day Ten

We toured Edinburgh Castle and heard stories about the following

people and events

After the death of Queen Anne (without an heir) the English



Lords supported the House of Hanover while the Scots

supported the House of Stewart. This feud resulted in the

Jacobites (scots) storming the Castle twice without success.

Mary Queen of Scots

Prisoners of War held in the castle and their escape attempts -

Crown Jewell's and how they were smuggled out of the castle

and hidden when the Castle was under siege from Oliver

Cromwell. The Jewell's were also hidden on two other

occasions, one being WWII. -The Stone of Destiny

The history of the Great Hall and the Barracks -The Civil War,

when Cromwell rose against Charles I and had the King

beheaded. It wasn't until almost 11 years later that Charles II

was crowned King

After the tour, I feel the need to read more about this time in

history. I'm particularly interested to see if there are any written

accounts from the POWs. There were soldiers from dozens of

countries held in the castle and we were able to see some items

they made while imprisoned: wooden jewelry boxes, needle cases.

We were also told of numerous prison escapes (both successful and

unsuccessful). 

I think students learning about English and Scottish history would

find such tales fascinating.

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM   •   55° MOSTLY CLOUDY



July 2013

FRIDAY, JULY 19, 2013, 2:16 PM

Day Eleven

Our two hour drive turned into plus four, but eventually we made it

to Much Wenlock. We checked in at the Fox Inn and were fortunate

to meet someone who had information about the festival, as the

program was still not available online.

The festival was less than a mile away in the fields of Stokes Barn.

Upon arrival we had a quick bite to eat before I joined my first

workshop, Why Stories Work with Katrice Horsley. Katrice was a

ball of energy and a wealth of information. Katrice has a 20 page

handout available via email, that will explain the following in detail.

left and right sides of the brain, how to use storytelling tools to

increase cross brain activity

the four forms of learning (verbal, visual, kinestetic, tactical)

how to use action

what to do so children focus on you

use of song

12 steps to create a story

The workshop really emphasized the importance of storytelling for



the developing minds of children. I intend to share this information

and research with the LS librarians and hopefully we can incorporate

more storytelling into their curriculum.

I then had an hour before the first storyteller so we ended up

listening to Lucy Ward, a young folk singer, who weaved tales in

between songs and was highly entertaining. Lucy was the BBC

Radio 2012 Folk Award Winner.

At 10PM we were entranced by the stories and ballads of Ruth

Kirkpatrick. A woman from the Northeast of Scotland, Ruth told

traditional stories from Scotland, Ireland and England. Ruth has a

number of resources that provide guidance for using stories with

children and incorporating them into the curriculum. I think Ruth will

be a good resource for me in the future.

The following is a synopsis of each story Ruth told.

A young wife left alone with her two children when her husband

went away to sea. Near starving she sends the children to beg

from the old woman up the hill, only to see them come back

empty handed. Yet, this is not a story of jealously or anger but

one of kindness and strong morals (treat others with kindness

even if they have not shown you any), and the young wife shows

no ill will to the old woman when she is the one soon hungry. In

fact she is kind to all, and even gives the last of their scraps to a

little trowlie, which in fact, is what saves them all in the end.

A young man falls in love and marries a woman not of his

mothers choosing. She disownes them, even when they are

expecting a baby. Not one to sulk, the man carries on and

befriends a brownie living in his mill. The wife, although afraid at

first also befriends the ugly brownie. And it is the kindness that

they bestow upon this brownie that ends up saving the family in

the end from the evil grandmothers spells. Another tale of the

strength and rewards of kindness.

The last event of the evening was to hear the group Galley Beggar,

a mix of rock and electric folk that included: harmony vocals, electric

and acoustic guitars, mandolin, violin, recorder, bass and drums.



SATURDAY, JULY 20, 2013, 2:44 PM

Day Twelve

Discussion Group - Hey audiences, why storytelling?

This was an interesting discussion with storytellers and story

listeners about what we expect from storytelling and how we define

what storytelling is. The discussion was commissioned by a focus

group for Adverse Camber (a company that works with storytellers

and musicians to produce touring shows of full-length storytelling

for adult audiences) to help them determine how to better sell and

promote storytelling programs/performances to local councils.

More information www.adversecamber.org http://www.adversecamber.

org

Eastern Fables with Kamini Ramachandran

Kamini is a Singapore resident of Malaysian origin. She co-founded

MoonShadow Stories to revive the oral narrative tradition. Kamini

focuses on stories for adults, hopeful that once the beauty of

spoken word is reintroduced to adults, then children will benefit.

Kamini told the following stories

The silly husband and the giant

The second story was about a young couple, who while walking

in woods, are separated from each other by a witch and her evil

spells. However, the couples love is strong and with the help of

a little magic their love endures and they are reunited.

more information at moonshadowstories.com

Fairy Gold with Taffy Thomas and Paul Knox

Taffy is the patron of the Society for Storytelling. He has in his

repertoire more than three hundred stories and in 2001 was

awarded the MBE for services to storytelling and charity. 

I could of stayed and listened to Taffy all day and was fortunate to

have the pleasure of meeting him on Sunday.

Taffy's performance included:



tales from Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and England

accompaniment by pipes, fiddle, and guitar

audience participation, family tales More information at

www.taffythomas.co.uk http://www.taffythomas.co.uk

Buffalo Gals Won't You Come Out Tonight with Dovie Thomason

Lakota and Kiowa Apache storyteller Dovie Thomason has been

telling traditional stories and stories from her own life for thirty

years. Dovie was full of energy and captivating to watch and listen

to.

Dovie told the following stories

The first story in summary, was about a woman who was sold to

her husband, a man who loved things but not his wife. The

woman escapes with help of the mans grandmother to live a

new life. She is saved by wolves who nurse her back to life. She

develops such a bond with the wolves that she always maintains

a companionship with them even when she returns to live

amongst her people. However, once back amongst her people

she longs for the wolves, and one day disappears with them

once again.

The second story was a creation story, 5 winds (sons) and

daughter of the stars. The story explains why the winds are the

way they are.

More information

www.doviethomason.com http://www.doviethomason.com

Maidens, Mayhem and Murder with Ruth Kirkpatrick

Ruth is a master storyteller, social worker and educator that has

used storytelling with her work for the past 14 years. Ruth is an

inspiring storyteller with a wealth of information and storytelling

resources. I participated in one of her workshops and was able to

bring back one of her resource packs.

Ruth told the following stories

Princess Marigold - moral -being spoiled and rude won't get you

any where

7 brothers (ravens) 1 sister - tells of the strength of a parents

love and bonds of siblings

Waiting for your love - moral - when idle, never be tempted by

the devil More information at www.storiesallways.com http://ww

w.storiesallways.com

Come All Ye! hosted by Red Shoes

This was acoustic jam session open to all. The Red Shoes is an

English Folk Band comprised of Carolyn and Mark Evans.

More information www.folking.org/red-shoes-new-album-release/ 

http://www.folking.org/red-shoes-new-album-release/



Ancestral Voices with Taffy Thomas, the Newcastle Kingsmen,

Alan Fitzsimmons and Paul Knox

The Kingsmen are an English traditional dance team founded in

1949.

Memorizing stories, highlighting 6 story tellers from the past

Wonderful music

Absolutely Fantastic dancing 

More information www.kingsmen.co.uk http://www.kingsmen.co.uk

Today was a long but inspiring day. Each storyteller was unique,

with their own way of connecting with the audience and drawing the

audience in. I included the above synopses to help me remember

the stories that each performer told. I can easily recall how the

storytellers performed but after only a few stories my memory of the

numerous plots started to intertwine. My hope is that I'll be able to

learn some of these stories well enough to perform them in front of

an audience.

SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2013, 3:11 PM

Day Thirteen

A Sound Beneath the Waves with Vergine Gulbenkian

Vergine has been telling stories for 21 years and has an interest in

the rich tradition of Armenian storytelling.

Vergine told one story about the bonds of siblings and another

story about a girl named Lucine who is locked in a tower that was

very interesting but sadly I did not hear the end of it as my next



workshop overlapped.

More information www.verginegulbenkian.com http://www.verginegul

benkian.com

Workshop - Storytelling for Self Esteem with Ruth Kirkpatrick

Ruth focused on the importance of self worth. Instead of group

introductions, Ruth had everyone in the group name a special

power they had, something they were great at. The purpose behind

this was to highlight the positive; everyone can think of multiple

things they don't like about themselves but people are usually

reluctant to call attention to their strengths. Ruth uses this activity

with children to demonstrate that everyone (even kids) has

strengths, everyone is good at something, and that having a strong

sense of self worth is important. I'd like to incorporate this activity in

advisee or possibly class meetings.

Ruth then demonstrated how she ties the above group exercise into

a story. Ruth told a story about Finn McCool. In the story a man

comes to Finn for his help and Finn agrees but many of the local

people want to join Finn on his journey. Finn agrees to take a band

of helpers but only if they have a great trait. Finn finally sets out with

his talented crew and saves the day with the help of others (a rarity

for Finn, who is a strong character that legends are told of). Ruth

uses the students and their strengths as characters in the story of

Finn. Having their special traits braided together into such a strong

story gives the students a feeling of empowerment.

Depending on the age group, the students sometimes make shields

with their strength depicted on the face. This would be a great

activity for LS students after hearing a Finn McCool story.

I purchased Ruth's storytelling resource pack, which I plan on

sharing with the LS librarians and teachers.

Later in the day I had the pleasure of meeting Taffy Thomas while I

was purchasing one of his CDs. I was happy to discover that Taffy

has a connection to Asheville, NC through Jack Holt, who used to

tour with doc Watson. Taffy and I spoke about the possibility of his

visiting PD on his next visit to Asheville. Taffy encouraged me to

listen to his stories and to try telling them. I've done a bit of

storytelling in the past and Taffy was insistent that I could do it

again, especially as I now had some good stories to try out.
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